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Three Gothic Novels
Blood Curse
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The Dreaming Jewels
A wizard without family A warrior without memory A world without hope One
thousand years ago, the world was broken and reborn beneath the boot of a
nameless, ageless tyrant. He erased all history of the time before, enslaving the
people and hunting those with the power to unseat him. The power of magic. Eryn
is such a girl. Born with the Curse, she fights to control and conceal it to protect
those she loves. But when the truth is revealed, and his soldiers come, she is
forced away from her home and into the company of Silas, a deadly fugitive
tormented by a fractured past. Silas knows only that he is a murderer who once
hunted the Cursed, and that he and his brothers butchered armies and innocents
alike to keep the deep, dark secrets of the time before from ever coming to light.
Secrets which could save the world. Or destroy it completely.

Some of Your Blood
As the Gypsies gather in the ancient village of Les-Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer for the
annual celebration honoring their patron saint, a mystical convergence of events
brings four adolescents together at a haunted house and sets them on a perilous
quest to locate a centuries-old manuscript that holds the power to release the
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devastating force of the Ancient Ones upon the Earth. Fifteen-year-old Sarah and
her younger brother Luca are lonely Gypsy kids who travel about Europe with their
parents. Forced by their Gypsy father to beg and pick pockets for money, Sarah
and Luca find it impossible to earn their father's approval. Fifteen-year-old Edgar
cannot stand his parents (and the feeling is mutual) when the family moves from
New Jersey to France so that his parents can live out their dream of being French
aristocracy. Fourteen-year-old Aleck's world is turned upside down when his
parents are killed in a car crash and his older sister decides that he would be
better off in France with their Aunt and Uncle whose real concern is their own
lavish lifestyle. Beset by their parents and guardians, the four young people must
also survive the mercurial activities of a spirit haunting the house that holds clues
to the location of the manuscript which is also sought by a secret society bent on
locating it for their own purposes. In a frenzied chase that takes them from the
ancient villages of Provence through the blood-soaked quarries of Roussillon to the
macabre catacombs of Paris, the four must put aside their differences and
suspicions to outwit the evil forces who would stop at nothing to get their hands on
the ancient book. "From the Grave: The Prayer" is a classic tale of terror, suspense
and intrigue set in southern France, written by the Master of the Macabre, William
Castle.

Delirium
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This epic of class, ambition, and murder in the early twentieth century is “[a]
masterpiece…America’s Crime and Punishment” (Kirkus Reviews). Theodore
Dreiser’s An American Tragedy is the story of a weak-willed young man who is both
a villain and a victim of the valueless, materialistic society around him. Inspired by
the true story of an early twentieth-century murder and adapted into a classic film
under the title A Place in the Sun, An American Tragedy follows Clyde Griffiths as
he is drawn into a circle of wealthy friends despite his own poverty-stricken
background. Leaving the needs of his family behind as he buys expensive presents
to impress a rich girl, Clyde finds that his new life leads him into a tragedy born of
recklessness. Yet he continues to yearn ambitiously for money and status—a
desire that will be his downfall. “Dreiser is widely regarded as the strongest of the
novelists who have written about America as a business civilization. No one else
confronted so directly the sheer intractability of American social life and
institutions.”—The New Yorker

The Blood Chalice
The arrival of a mysterious savior transforms a small town in this provocative
parable from “a master storyteller certain to fascinate” (Kurt Vonnegut).
Everything changes when Godbody comes to town. He appears out of nowhere,
enigmatic and breathtaking, to touch the lives of a chosen few. To them he offers a
vision of what life could be—spreading his message of love, generosity,
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sensuosness, and freedom—and before long he has erased their sadness and
opened their hearts. Still, there are those in town who, corrupt and powerful, are
threatened by what Godbody brings, and for this reason he must pay the ultimate
price. But before his preordained end, Godbody will accomplish something truly
miraculous. The final book of Theodore Sturgeon’s fabled career, published
posthumously, Godbody is a powerful, moving, thought provoking, and sweetly
erotic tale of love, truth, and otherworldly second comings that, once read, will
never be forgotten. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Theodore
Sturgeon including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
University of Kansas’s Kenneth Spencer Research Library and the author’s estate,
among other sources.

David Doc Branigan
Suicide. That's what being with Kate Browdy is. She's sick. And now my father has
knocked her out because her immune system can't deal with this virus. Seven
years of fighting leukemia is destroying her. I can't deal with this. I'm not strong
like her. Survival instinct kicks in, so I do what I know-I call Ellie. Numb the pain.
But there shouldn't even be pain. What is it about this girl? She's not good for me,
and I'm not good for her. I'm a freaking disaster, and Kate deserves better. Maybe
it's time to cut my losses.
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The Eucharistic Doctrine and Liturgy of the Mystagogical
Catecheses of Theodore of Mopsuestia
Wes Teague came to the Wyoming Territory and became a part of the leadership in
the growing town of Cheyenne. When a band of men came upon his ranch and
robbed him of all that he valued in life, the marauders came to learn why, in his
early days in Texas, he'd been known as Bloody Wes Teague.

Horror Literature
Includes The Castle of Otranto, the first work of the Gothic genre; Vathek, the high
point of the Oriental tale in English literature; TheVampyre, the first full-length
vampire story in English; and Lord Byron's little-known Fragment.

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, AND OCCASIONAL SERMONS,
The Blood Chalice is set in the beautiful St. Croix Forest in Minnesota, Abby Clark's
life quickly unravels as her past reveals itself in extraordinary ways. With the
impassioned pull of a new love, Joseph Littlecreek, life becomes a succession of
eerie perilous events. Joseph and his family live on the neighboring Mille Lacs Band
of Ojibwe Indian Reservation in the Aazhoomog District. Abby learns that the
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Littlecreek's harbor a secret that lays a path of danger and deception. Abby knows
she must survive this timebut can she?

Bloody Wes Teague
After awaking, her previous night a mystery, Anna begins to realize how much her
life has changed. Visiting the tavern where she works she begins to unravel the
previous nights happenings. Peculiar lusts and desires wreak havoc with her, as
she realizes that something has been done to her either by Seth, the death mage,
or his ressurected bride. Some say the pair are cursed by the gods, others say they
are gods themselves. Anna might be the first to learn the truth.

Some of Your Blood
Theodore Sturgeon was a model for his friend Kurt Vonnegut’s legendary character
Kilgore Trout, and his work was an acknowledged influence on important younger
writers from Harlan Ellison and Robert Silverberg to Stephen King and Octavia
Butler. His work has long been deeply appreciated for its sardonic sensibility,
dazzling wordplay, conceptual brilliance, memorable characters, and unsparing
treatment of social issues such as sex, war, and marginalized members of society.
Sturgeon also authored several episodes of the original Star Trek TV series and
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originated the Vulcan phrase “Live long and prosper.” This twelfth volume of North
Atlantic’s ambitious series reprinting his complete short stories includes classic
works such as the award-winning title story, which won both the Hugo and Nebula
Awards in 1971, as well as “Case and the Dreamer,” a well-crafted tale of an
encounter with a trans-spatial being that is also a meditation on love, and “The
[Widget], the [Wadget], and Boff,” a creative exploration of the human ability to
achieve self-realization in response to crisis. The book includes a new Foreword, an
illuminating section of Story Notes, and a comprehensive index for the entire
series.

A Compilation of the Messages and Speeches of Theodore
Roosevelt, 1901-1905
Dave Stewart has survived the inferno of Kansas City and come out the other side.
To the rest of the world his fate is uncertain, and by now even Agent Keyes knows
better than to assume he's dead. As Keyes and his rogue DHS agents continue
their search for him, Dave knows that Plan A, as usual, won't work. His only chance
is to keep moving until he can find a safe way to make contact with Nate Reid and
figure out his next move. As Dave's odyssey across a zombie infested America
continues, he encounters the best and the worst in his fellow survivors. He will find
new allies, learn more about the true nature of the Asura virus, and his role in even
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bigger designs than he ever imagined. But, in a land filled with enemies both living
and dead, is all the skill, wit and courage in the world enough to help him survive?
Or will this be Dave Stewart's last journey?

The Man Who Lost the Sea
In 1945, when the Americans liberate the Bikini Atoll from the Japanese, 14-yearold Sorry Rinamu does not realize that the next year he will lead a desperate effort
to save his island home from a much more deadly threat, in this long-out-of-print
novel by the acclaimed author of "The Cay."

Killdozer!
A desperate boy escapes his abusive home by joining a carnival and is drawn into
a dark conspiracy in this tale by “a master storyteller” (Kurt Vonnegut). Though
only eight years old, little Horton “Horty” Bluett has known a lifetime of sadness.
Tormented and abused by his adoptive family, he’s had enough—and with a
beloved broken toy he calls “Junky” as his sole companion, the desperate little boy
runs away to join a carnival. There, among the fortune tellers, fire-eaters, sideshow
freaks, and assorted “strange people,” Horty hopes to find acceptance and, at long
last, a real home. But disgraced doctor Pierre “Maneater” Monetre’s traveling show
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is no ordinary entertainment, and its performers are not what they appear to be.
The Maneater has sinister plans for the world that go far beyond fleecing
unsuspecting rubes and other easy marks—a dark and terrible scheme that
requires unleashing the extraterrestrial power of the dreaming jewels, and the
unwitting assistance of a young boy who may be far more remarkable than he’s
ever imagined. The full-length debut by Theodore Sturgeon, a legendary writer
who won Nebula and Hugo Awards and authored such classics as More Than
Human, this journey into a circus of shadows is “an intensely written and very
moving novel of love and retribution” (The Washington Star). This ebook features
an illustrated biography of Theodore Sturgeon including rare images and neverbefore-seen documents from the University of Kansas’s Kenneth Spencer Research
Library and the author’s estate, among other sources.

Some of Your Blood
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction 2014 Aged thirteen, Theo Decker, son of a
devoted mother and a reckless, largely absent father, survives an accident that
otherwise tears his life apart. Alone and rudderless in New York, he is taken in by
the family of a wealthy friend. He is tormented by an unbearable longing for his
mother, and down the years clings to the thing that most reminds him of her: a
small, strangely captivating painting that ultimately draws him into the criminal
underworld. As he grows up, Theo learns to glide between the drawing rooms of
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the rich and the dusty antiques store where he works. He is alienated and in love and his talisman, the painting, places him at the centre of a narrowing, ever more
dangerous circle. The Goldfinch is a haunted odyssey through present-day America
and a drama of enthralling power. Combining unforgettably vivid characters and
thrilling suspense, it is a beautiful, addictive triumph - a sweeping story of loss and
obsession, of survival and self-invention, of the deepest mysteries of love, identity
and fate.

Theodore Wibaux, Pontifical Zouave and Jesuit
Named one of the Top 40 Horror Books of All Time by the Horror Writers
Association

Day in the Life
Meet a YA narrator who hates YA books. A Day In The Life is Theodore Ficklestein's
debut novel about Nickolas Crippp, a college student finding his wayin the world.
Although Nick won't admit it, he is the main focus to a young adult book that
follows him from his home to college to the city, where he wants to attend an open
mic. Along his path, he encounters a teacher who asks about the apocalypse, a
drunk on the train and two friends who feel writing isn't Nick's strong point, among
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others. Nicks soon finds out that the funniest things in life aren't that funny at all,
and the greatest comedians never go up on stage. As he goes through his day, one
oddball character at a time, Nick starts to question if the comedy club he dreams
of being in, is really for him. Should he be who he wants to be? Or who the world
thinks he should be? Neither of which, he is entirely sure about. A personal journal
of self-discovery through the eyes of a youth yearning for meaning in a
meaningless world; Nick learns that in life, the joke is on you.

The Blood Decanter
Provides a look at the historical development of horror literature, with an
annotated bibliography of major works in the genre, including fiction, poetry,
literary criticism, biography, and bibliography

Eight Days
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality
assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books
with imperfections introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made
best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that do not impede the reading
experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring
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the book back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation
of printed works worldwide.

From the Grave
David, "Doc" Branigan, a man who wasn't afraid to earn his wealth, even though he
inherited millions. The restlessness he struggled with nearly every day kept leading
him to temptations he knew better than to divulge in. When his sister Elisse,
begged him to come home, it was only then he learned what she had been trying
to teach him for years.

Slow Sculpture
"Four years after the Blood Curse, Pril of the Peddlers vows to protect her child
against the evil men who hunt her"--P. [4] of cover.

Venus Plus X
Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully prepared for another
horrible summer vacation. While they always hoped to go somewhere fun like
Disney World or Universal Studios, they usually went somewhere weird and cheap
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that their father, former boy bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck stop
coupon magazine. But this year was different. Where they went couldn't be found
on any map or in any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a portal to a
place called Turtle Island, an alternate version of America that diverged from our
history before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was there where they met
world famous action movie star Jordie Paine -- star of such films as I Plan to Kill You
Now and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the ninja film, Chuck Butcher:
Sword Wielding Jackal, as well as the light-hearted romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and
the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who would be their guide in this
strange new world. Jordie, they later learned, brought the Masters family to Turtle
Island for a very specific reason. Because they look just like the ruthless first family
of Turtle Island, the Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the dictator. But
things don't go as planned and the Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle
Island's national pastime/system of justice where criminals competitors, or
crimpetitors, compete for their freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very
simple -- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they must suffer the consequences.

A Mighty Dawn
His Dark Empire
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One of the Horror Writers Association’s Top 40 Horror Books of All Time—the story
of a troubled soldier and his bizarre, violent obsession with vampirism. At the
height of an unnamed war, a soldier is confined for striking an officer. Referred to
as George Smith in official papers and records, the prisoner comes under the
observation of Army psychiatrist Philip Outerbridge, who asks the young man to
put his story down on paper. The result is a shocking tale of abuse, violence, and
twisted love, a personal history as dark and troubling as any the doctor has ever
encountered. Believing the patient to be dangerously psychotic, Dr. Outerbridge
must dig deeper into his psyche. And when the truth about the strange case of
George Smith is fully revealed, the results will be devastating. Told through letters,
transcripts, and case studies, Some of Your Blood is an extraordinary, poignant yet
terrifying, genre-defying novel. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Theodore Sturgeon including rare images and never-before-seen documents from
the University of Kansas’s Kenneth Spencer Research Library and the author’s
estate, among other sources.

Theodore Roosevelt, an Autobiography
Killdozer! is the third volume of a series of the complete short stories from
Theodore Sturgeon's career. It contains a few of his best and most famous short
stories: "Medusa", "Killdozer!" and "Mewhu's Jet." The series editor Paul Williams
has dug into the background of each story, and come up with a lot of interesting
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lore about Sturgeon. Especially of interest in this volume is the alternative original
ending to "Mewhu's Jet."

Hero Tales from American History
From Hugo and Nebula winner Theodore Sturgeon comes a seeming utopia: a
world with only one gender and no poverty, pollution, or war—but at what cost?
Charlie Johns has been snatched from his home on Earth and delivered to the
strange future world of Ledom. Here, violence is a vague and improbable notion.
Technology has triumphed over hunger, overpopulation, pollution, and even time
and space. But there is a change Charlie finds even more shocking: Gender is a
thing of the past. Gone are the tensions between male and female. Gone is the
human preoccupation with sex. As Charlie explores Ledom and its people, he finds
his engrained human precepts are profane in this new world. But then why are his
hosts so eager for his approval? Something isn’t right about Ledom’s ideal
existence. And when cracks begin to appear in its flawless facade, Charlie must
unearth the city’s terrible secrets . . . before it’s too late. Theodore Sturgeon’s
visionary tale is literary science fiction at its most brazen and inventive. A scathing
critique of American puritanism that unabashedly explores questions of sexuality
and gender, it remains as relevant, insightful, provocative, and troubling as when it
first appeared in print. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Theodore
Sturgeon including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the
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University of Kansas’s Kenneth Spencer Research Library and the author’s estate,
among other sources.

More Than Human
Frankie Mourning died on a Thursday. Then she came back. Tasked with killing the
killers - people with the blood of Cain running through their veins - Frankie always
gets her villain. But this time it's different. This time she has to go home.
Something strange is happening in Helmville, Montana. People are dying at an
alarming rate, and the sheriff is ruling them all accidents and suicides. Nothing is
as it seems and Frankie soon finds herself sucked into the tangled and seemingly
supernatural mystery. Because the people acting strangely, the people killing
everyone around her are haunting the mirrors. Now Frankie's own reflection is
behaving strangely and seems hellbent on causing her harm. In a world enmeshed
in remote beauty, dark magic, and violent memories, Frankie feels lost. Luckily, a
detective on the run for murder shows up. Thomas Dekker wants to help and
claims he cares about Frankie. But daring to trust him could cost her everything.

Zompoc Survivor
By the winner of the Hugo, the Nebula, and the World Fantasy Life Achievement
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Awards, this latest volume finds Theodore Sturgeon in fine form as he gains
recognition for the first time as a literary short story writer. Written between 1957
and 1960, when Sturgeon and his family lived in both America and Grenada, finally
settling in Woodstock, New York, these stories reflect his increasing preference for
psychology over ray guns. Stories such as "The Man Who Told Lies," "A Touch of
Strange," and "It Opens the Sky" show influences as diverse as William Faulkner
and John Dos Passos. Always in touch with the zeitgeist, Sturgeon takes on the
Russian Sputnik launches of 1957 with "The Man Who Lost the Sea," switching the
scene to Mars and injecting his trademark mordancy and vivid wordplay into the
proceedings. These mature stories also don't stint on the scares, as "The
Graveyard Reader"—one of Boris Karloff's favorite stories—shows. Acclaimed
novelist Jonathan Lethem's foreword neatly summarizes Sturgeon's considerable
achievement here.

An American Tragedy
The Bomb
Who is The Hooded Man? Rumors have spread across the Immortal community from Miami and New York to Paris, Frankfurt and Rome. Talk of 'the man in the
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hood who carries the decanter' have been increasing. But are the rumors true?
Immortals around the world have been losing their dark gift - becoming mortal
once again, dying an eternal death, cursed and damned forever. The rumors
continue to spread, worldwide, as a mythical figure is seen shortly before each
"death" carrying a bulbous crystal decanter. Is it the end of the Immortals? A.L.
Mengel continues the Tartarus saga with powerful passages and eloquent
description. Mesmerizing and exquisite; traveling to Piazza San Pietro, to Paris in
the Dark Ages, ancient Jerusalem and modern day Lyon and Cairo, The Blood
Decanter does not hold back with dazzling prose, across oceans and throughout
time, interwoven together in a genealogy of blood ancestry

The Campaign of Chancellorsville
Book I of the Wanderer Chronicles A gripping and brilliantly realized debut epic
adventure set in eighth-century Denmark. This is the beginning of an ambitious
new series in the vein of George R.R. Martin's A Game of Thrones. Sworn to
honour. Broken by betrayal. Hakan, son of Haldan, chosen son of the Lord of the
Northern Jutes, swears loyalty to his father in fire, in iron, and in blood. But there
are always shadows that roam. When a terrible tragedy befalls Hakan's household
he is forced to leave his world behind. He must seek to pledge his sword to a new
king. Nameless and alone, he embarks on a journey to escape the bonds of his
past and fulfil his destiny as a great warrior. Whispers of sinister forces in the north
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pull Hakan onwards to a kingdom plagued by mysterious and gruesome deaths.
But does he have the strength to do battle with such dark foes? Or is death the
only sane thing to seek in this world of blood and broken oaths?

Alkalize Or Die
The Goldfinch
Good looks, a great job and a cool car--Jack Keeler has it all. He's even found the
perfect girl, the soul mate he always dreamed of. But Jack's world is not what it
seems, and the reality he thought he knew is only an illusion. He suddenly finds
himself in a totally different world, one filled with deceit and death.As Jack realizes
he is a man living in two worlds, his life begins to unravel. He struggles to separate
the world of reality from the world of illusion, but is horrified to find the world in
which he lived and the world in which he now finds himself offer only one
choice--certain death!Set against the vibrant backdrop of present day Chicago, a
small Indiana town, and the South Pacific in World War Two, Delirium is a haunting
love story spanning time and continents. Its compelling and all too human
characters jump off the page to join the reader in the mystery, action and
romance.
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Monstrous
Godbody
The Works of Theodore Roosevelt
Crimson
Six misfits, one powerful entity. An award-winning novel about belonging by “one
of the greatest writers of science fiction and fantasy who ever lived” (Stephen
King). Individually, they are a seemingly simpleminded young man living in the
woods who can read the thoughts of others, a runaway girl with telekinetic powers,
twin girls who can barely speak but can teleport across great distances, and an
infant with a mind like a supercomputer. Together, they are the Gestalt—a single
extraordinary being comprised of remarkable parts—although an essential piece
may be missing . . . But are they the next stage in human development or
harbingers of the end of civilization? The answer may come when they are joined
by Gerry. Powerfully telepathic, he lacks a moral compass—and his hatred of the
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world that has rejected him could prove catastrophic. Winner of the International
Fantasy Award and considered Theodore Sturgeon’s masterpiece, More Than
Human is a genre-bending wonder that explores themes of responsibility and
morality, individuality, and belonging. Moving and suspenseful, lyrical and
provocative, the novel was one of the first to elevate science fiction into the realm
of literature, and inspired musicians and artists, including the Grateful Dead and
Crosby, Stills and Nash. From the Nebula Award–winning author of Godbody, The
Dreaming Jewels, and other great works of science fiction, this is an unforgettable
reading experience and a must for anyone who enjoys Ramsey Campbell, Robert
Silverberg, or Philip José Farmer. This ebook features an illustrated biography of
Theodore Sturgeon including rare images and never-before-seen documents from
the University of Kansas’s Kenneth Spencer Research Library and the author’s
estate, among other sources.

Report of the Trial of William Henry Theodore Durrant, Indicted
for the Murder of Blanche Lamont, Before the Superior Court of
the City and County of San Francisco
Army psychiatrist Philip Outerbridge receives a confidential folder containing the
letters, memos, and transcripts for a young soldier named George Smith - a quiet
young man with a terrible past and a shocking secret. As Outerbridge conducts
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George's therapy, he gradually discovers the truth about George's traumatic
childhood, his twisted romance with an older woman named Anna, and the unusual
obsession George keeps hidden from the world.

Turtle Island
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